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St. Cloud

Family Life
Education

Sf!BS need,

Part I

by Carol Stephens

plans program

Chronicle Editor

(Editor's Note: The following is the first in a series of
articles on Family Life Education in Minnesota)

The St. Cloud Public School system is now in the process of organizing a Family Life Education Program
from kindergarten through twelfth grade. According to
George Heen. secondary curriculum coordinator, students previously have been getting some guidance in this
area.
" There has not been any ultimatum from the Board of
Education ," about what should or should not be taught ,"
Heen said. The program has been left up to individual
teachers to handle as they see fit. " There is good orientation in the fifth and sixth grades, " 1he said. Films are
shown and discussions are held with students and paren ts-both boys and girls. After these grades the only
classes specifically dealing with family life education
are separated health classes. mandatory ; and a high
school home economics class , elective.
Seeing a need for a K-12 program , Heen , who believes
that parents , churches and schools all have responsibilities in this area , set up a nine teacher committee with
representatives of all levels. To give the committee
something to start with , he drew up a preliminary outline for the K-12 curriculum which the committee could
decide to use or not.
Heen believes that the teacher must feel comfortable
teaching the material and " needs a feeling of warmth
toward the students. " I don 't think we should ask anyone
to teach family life education if they don 't feel adequate ," Heen said. He feels that in-service training
is essential.
" Family life education not only relates to an individual's responsibility as an individual member of a family , but also as a member of society. It is concerned on
the one hand with the child's understanding of himself
and his own growth and development , and on the other
hand with the relationships he must develop and maintain
and the responsibilities he must discharge as a member
of his family, his school, his community and of the total
society in which he lives ," Heen said.
" Such a program of instruction must not be considered
a special and isolated activity to be performed at a given
time and then dismissed as finished. Rather , sound instruction in family life must be regarded as an integral
and ongoing part of the total instruction program with
particular emphasis evident in appropriate subject
areas.··
An attempt has been made to keep parents involved in
every phase of the proposed curriculum . Adult night
school classes are now held at which parents hear such
people as Henry Southwarth, director of the family life
education of the Central Minnesota Education Research
and Development Council ; Dr. D. C. Heckman. pediatrician; as well as ministers , nurses , social workers and a
psychiatrist.
Although Heen said there is apprehension to the proposed program a questionaire filled out by 78 per cent
of the St. Cloud elementary teachers showed that they
favor the program.
The questionaire results were :
1. Yes 96 % No 4%-Sex education should be taught in
the elementary schools .
2. Yes 83 % No 17 %-Sex education should be initiated in
kindergarten and continued throughout the elementary
grades .
3. Yes 16% No 84 %-Sex education should be taught beginning in the intermediate grades .
.
4. Yes 38 % No 62 %-Boys and girls should be in separate
rooms for sex education instruction in the intermediate
grades.
5. Yes 40% No 60%-Male teachers should handle instruction for boys and female teachers for the girls in
the intermediate grades.
6. Yes 95 % No 5%-Formal preparation (In-service
training, summer school workshops for graduate credit , etc.) would be essential before teaching sex education .
Yes . 88 % No 12%-Would you be willing to assume primary responsibility for the teaching of sex education in
your class?

FAMILY LIFE
(cont. on p. 3, col. 4 )

Board will not hear SCS appeal
in July, may before school begins
The Student Senate appeal concerning the right
of the Faculty Senate to
disapprove amendments
to the Student constitution
will not be on the agenda at
the July 21 meeting of the
State College Board.

ed at the meeting as had
been previously planned.
The appeal, which is now
being reviewed by an attorney , will be sent .to President Robert Wick within

Following advice from
the Chancellor·s office,
Larry Meyer. student Senate president, said the appeal woul~ not be present-

and Regulations Committee will be presented at the
Board meeting. This report is expected to determine the procedure for

one or two weeks for review, according to M·eyer.
A report from the Rules

dealing with student appeals from all six state
colleges.
Dr . David Sweet, Vice
Chancellor for Academic
Affairs. told Meyer that
the Committee report may
include a clause that would
allow the SCS appeal to be
reviewed before the September 1 deadline set by
the Faculty Senate at its

last Spring meeting .
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Opinions vary on SOS

Students react to activist positions
by Sr. Teresa Fallon
Student activists may be
inactive for the summer at
SCS, but concern for the positions taken by these students
has not diminished . The fol- ,
lowing are reactions to SDS
from summer school students .
''SDS used to be a place
where everyone could do his
own thing-whether he was a
Maoist , Trotskyite, or whatever. But that doesn 't work.
Everyone wants his own way .
You need discipline,' · Bob
Sundrud , teacher at Franklin
Junior High , Minneapolis
said. He added that he thinks
such self-urging will occur in
SDS and " they will emerge
stronger as a group because
of this. •·
· John Jansma , senior at
SCS , replied " Certainly not "
when asked if he is a member
of SDS. Describing himself

as a political conservative , he
said SDS is probably not even
liberal-it just tends to be radical. " He feels the group
has accomplished some good

by calling attention to students problems .

Reactions
(cont. on p. 4, ~ol. 4)

Library hours
extended after
student request
Library hours for the remainder of the summer have
been extended two hours each
evening and the library will
be open Sundays following a
request by graduate students
to President Robert Wick .
The new hours will be Monday-Thursday , 7:30 a.m .-11
p.m. ; Friday, 7:30 a .m.-4
p.m .; Saturday. 9 a.m.-5
p.m .; and Sunday. 3 p.m .11 p.m. They are now in effect.
The extended hours were
made possible when additional allocations were made
available through legislative
action .

•

Photo ~y Mike Kirkwood

DEMOLITION CREWS are now in action in the Music

Studio . The lot will be used as a temporary expansion to
the parking area east of Eastman Hall. The State Administrative Office accepted a proposal by the local administration to have the building torn down . According
to Dr. Donald Payne , campus planner , the building was
no longer usa ble and has not been used since the music
department moved to the Performing Arts Center one
year ago.
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Sin, sex, sensitivity

Three S's replacing three R's in schools
The three s ·s-sin , sex and
sensitivity-are replacing the
three R 's in American public schools. according to
Lt. Col. Jack Mohr . winner of
the first Purple Heart and Silver Star for action in Korea .
Mohr , speaking Tuesday at

a meeting of citizens involved
in the Movement to Restore
Decency, said that today· s
young are "the product of
progressive education.. in
which children are taught sex
as a "clinical function ... Mohr
asked the parents if this was

the type of education they
wanted their children to get
or if they would rather teach
them morals at home.
Claiming that an " athiest
international Communist conspiracy is at work in the United States , Mohr said that sex

Survey shows student beliefs
vary from popular impressions
The majority of college students say they
have never · used either marijuana or
LSD - and don 't intend to. Most also disapprove of sexual promiscuity and adhere
to traditional religious beliefs .
These are some of the major findings of
a nationwide survey of student attitudes
toward· American institutions. and of their
values and beliefs. It was made at colleges
and universities , large and small. public ,
private and religious .
The survey .was commissioned by Standard Oil Company and was made by Roper
Research Associates. Although focused on
male seniors in accredited four-year colleges and universities , it included , for comparative purposes . smaller but similar surveys of freshmen and alumni of the Class
of 1964. In general, the three groups freshmen , seniors and alumni - held similar views.
..

Drugs, sex, religion,
war, generation gap
part of Roper Study
Students· actual experiences and attitudes toward such matters as drugs, sex
and religion differ sharply from some popular impressions . On these subjects students were asked to fill out a confidential
special form . This was returned to the interviewer in a sealed envelope to avoid possible embarrassment and to ensure frankness . Less sensitive subjects were surveyed
by verbal interviews .
Only 24 per cent of all seniors, for example, have ever tried marijuana. A majority of these have used the drug two or
three times at the most. Only nine per cent
of the students described themselves as
occasional or frequent users. LSD has been
used experimentally by a very small number of seniors - 3 per cent.
Students who are highly critical of American Society and those active in student
political movements are more inclined to
use drugs than others. Standard 's study
shows. But. even in this group , occasional
or habitual users are a comparatively small
minority.
Although most students have not used
drugs and show no interest in them , there
is considerable feeling that marijuana
laws should be liberalized. Almost half the
seniors think the sale of marijuana should
be made legal but under controls such as
with liquor . The same does not apply to
LSD ; only 7 per cent would legalize
its sale.
Freshmen agree with seniors in their attitudes toward both drugs . Alumni , however , take a harder line . Proposed legalized
sale of marijuana is opposed by 66 per cent
of graduates ; of LSD , by 94 per cent.
If the supposed " sexual revolution " is
really occurring on the college campus,
Roper Research Associates found little
evidence of it. Far from being promiscuous , most freshmen and nearly half of the
seniors say that they are either opposed to
pre-marital sexual relations or believe thev
should be limited to women they expect to
marry .

Two-thirds of the unmarried seniors and
half the freshmen report haveing had sexual experience. The seeming contradiction
may arise from the fact that the experiences of a number of respondents were related to the women they expect to marry .
Less than a third of the students approve of
casual sexual activity.
Concepts of religion very , of course, with
the individual, but a majority of the students and alumni might be called religious .
Most expressed a belief in God as either a
Supreme Being or a governing force that
guides the universe.
God was defined in four different ways
in the study. Students were asked to select
the description that best expressed their
views. The largest number of seniors - 33
per cent - chose the most orthodox definition. "the Supreme Being who rewards
and punishes .''
Only 8 per cent of the seniors said they
belonged to no religion. Freshmen are
stronger in their beliefs than seniors ;
alumni. less so. This would seem to indicate some lessening of faith with the passage of years.
Organized religion, as distinguished
from personal religious beliefs, comes in
for considerable criticism from students
and alumni alike . Only a minority ·considered it "a constructive movement responsive to the needs and mood of the times ."
A large majority think organized religion
has only recently begun to "get with ''
the times or is still badly out of touch with
society's current needs .
There is some indication that student's
moral opposition to the Vietnam war may
not be as widespread as generally supposed. This showed up when the seniors
were asked to give their views on military
service and the draft. Although about a
third of the students expect to go into military service righ t after graduation. almost
the same number will try to avoid it - 25
per cent by legal means. 2 per cent by any
means, including going to jail if it comes
down to that.
Of the anit-draft group , only 29 per cent
specifically cited the "immoral war in
Vietnam " as the reason for their aversion
to military service. A majority 's reason:
" I have better things to do ... By " better
things ... they presumably referred to graduate studies or the pursuit of a chosen
career. The others said frankly that they
didn ·t want to get killed .
The survey also tends to deflate another
popular impression-the prevalence of the
so-called "generation gap ." Fully twothirds of the freshmen and senior's reported that they and their parents agree on
most things .
The Roper study , · which sampled attitudes of 1,000 seniors, 500 freshmen and 673
alumni from 96 colleges and universities
in all parts of the country, was initiated in
the spring of 1968 when campus unrest was
attracting increasing attention .
A great deal was being written and said
about students ' attitudes, beliefs and grievances. but little was really known. The interviews were made during the winter of
1968-69.

education , drugs and sensitiv- said. " Then there is danger of
ity training were parts of this being hit from both sides. ··
Parents must be active in
movement. They are meant
to "disorganize the mind and school board elections and
morals through an organized must know what their childprogram." He said , "When ren are learning or the childsomething progresses on a ren will fall prey to internal
mass scale such as sex edu- subversion directed at decation has. there is a blue- moralizing the American
print behind it. '· This blue- public .
print. he indicated. is of ComAsking why a child of five
munist origin.
need know about the sex act ,
Speaking of the New Moral- Mohr compared a child to a
ity " as a " morality without diamond in the ruff that needs
morals ," Mohr said that cutting and polishing " and the
much of the music of the mod- parents should do it. "
ern day is also Communist inHe called the '' generation
spired and is basically sexual gap" a hoax and said that
and unchristian . He cited many liberal youth of today
"Blowin · In the Wind ' as the are the result of parents who
unofficial song of the Com- read Dr . Spock and were
afraid that if they said " no "
munist movement.
Parents are ,partly to to their children they would
blame, Mohr said, for the loss grow up " queer. "
Mohr maintained that the
of respect by young people
for parents , religion and de- family is the cornerstone of
cency. ''There is no virtue in decency and that sex educabeing a moderate, when you . tion and moral teaching
are moderately wrong," he should remain there.

NDSL meetings scheduled
Federal regulations require
all students who have received National Defense Student
Loans while attending St.
Cloud State to attend an exit
interview meeting upon their
withdrawal or graduation.
Exit interview meetings

will be held Thursday, July
17 , at 11 a.m. in Stewart Hall
133 and Friday , July 18 , at 2
p.m. in 'Stewart Hall 124. Any
student unable to attend one
of these meetings must report
to the financial aids office.
Stewart Hall 115 by July 16.

Dr. Moos to speak at
Administrators' Conference
Dr . Malcom Moos , president of the University of Min·nesota, will speak on student
unrest during a two-day Administrations' Conference at
SCS July 21 and 22 .
More than 100 administrators. representing sollege,

Drivers ed
class offered
2nd session
A drivers education course
will be offered at no cost during the second summer at St.
Cloud State for anyone with
a valid State of Minnesota
driver 's license ·or learner's
permit.
The course , which will be
taught by student teachers.
will consist of six hours of
behind-the-wheel instruction.
To enroll in the program .
which begins Jul y 23, send a
postcard by July 16 to Driver
Education. Heaqley Hall.

scs.
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university and public school
levels of education, will attend the conference designed
to bring administrators of different educational levels together.
Among the topics to be discussed are differentiated
staff, inservice training, behavioral objectives , individual instruction and teacher
education.
Dr . Jack Frymier, Ohio
State University , will speak
Monday on " Teachers: Not
Will But Can They Change? "
Deyrol Anderson. KTCA. will
speak on Computer Assisted
Dial Access-Video Tape Retrieval Sy-stem," Tuesday.
Approximately 16 Minnesota educators will be giving
presentations during the conference including Sr. Mary
David. College of St. Benedict Micro Schools ; Fred
Polesak. Campus Laboratory
School. Micron Schools ; and
Don Holycross . assistant
superintendent of schools . St.
Cloud. Building Flexibility.
The SCS chapter of ~hi. Delta Kappa will sponsor a
noon luncheon in Atwood Center Monday. Dr . E . Raymond
Peterson , state department
of education , will speak.
· The conference is sponsored by the Minnesota Association of Secondary School
Principals. Minnesota Elementary School Principals
Association. Minnesota Association for Superintendents
and Curriculum Development
and the State Board of Education.
Local arrangements are being made by Dr . Fred Menniga. professor of chairman
of secondary education at SCS
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L'HOMME DIEU REVIEW

Human Rights Commission
supports minority recruiting ·

'Birthday Party' satis-fies audienc·e,
but leaves questions unanswered
by Sr. Colman O'Connell ,
College of St . Benedict
Audiences at Theatre L'Homme Dieu have
come to expect that all productions will not be
gay , fun. summer-stock fare. They seem happy that the company attempts scripts of the
calibre and difficulty of a Pinter show.

some time now we·ve been aware that whores
are human beings with distinctive attitudes
and characteristics . To assume that swinging
hips and chewing gum will paint the portrait
seem s as unimaginative as to grab a cane
when asked to play old King Lear.
Arnold Kelley as Goldberg was satisfying
in many ways. His affability was poisnonous ,
his power over McCann and Stan quite credible. his artificiality and fakiness irritating if
somewhat monotonous in the repetition of
bodily movements and vocal patterns. That he
was physically perfect for the role seemed
less than obvious because Langan and Kelton
were equally tall. slender, and imposing.

Wednesday·s audience offered the production a quiet attention which proved they were
ready to enjoy the mystery. the intriguing
level of interpretation , and the games of
searching for unanswered questions which a
Pinter script promises . In many ways their
attention was rewarded with satisfying aspects of the production . In other ways . the
That Mccann (Richard D . Kelton ) was
expected mystery seemed more blurred than
~amboozled by Goldberg was clear, that he
intriguing.
was a hot-headed Irishman was clear, but that
Walter _R . Turney 's performance of the he was an unfrocked priest seemed less than
sensitive young pianist , Stanley, supplied clear. Possibly the black suit was the clue I
much of the satisfaction. His cynicism and should have read more accurately.
gloom. broken by moments of nostalgic mePerhaps most disappointing was the fact
mory and self-deluding dreams ar by outthat the manner of the production somehow
bursts of bitterness and irritation in the first
didn 't tease the audience to search for levels
scene were followed by his excapes into a paof meaning and interpretation but instead to
thetic sleepwalker's trance in the second and
by a terrifying transformation in the third pass the play off as an obscure melodrama.
when he appears clean-shaven , impeccably Few seemed provoked to wonder if Stanley
dressed , but babbling, and unmistakably dead represented all of us, unable as we are to esinside as he rejoins the Establishment. ( or cape a fate shaped by the establishment or to
the mysterious "organization " he 'd once de- wonder if the household represented the culturally impoverished middle and lower classserted .)
. es , or if Meg was a Mom figure , mindless ,
Every step of his efforts to fight off his fate coddling, seductive, and destructive .
at the hands of suave Goldberg and brutishly
Part of the trouble may have been due to
docile Mccann were so clear to the audience the director's failure to trust the script. The
that they responded physically with him , drumming scene was terrifying, but was
writhing at the menace as if it were threaten- robbed of its reality and power by the intromg them personally.
duction of a sound track which jolted and disArth~r 1:,an~an''s performance of Petey was tracted not only beca use it was unnecessary
alos gnppmg m many ways. Quiet concentra- but because it was poorly reproduced . Every
tion. subtle reactions of eyebrows and fingers , recorded sound could have been deleted . The
and a kind of visible listening of Langan ·s gro~esque reality on stage at the moments of
compells attention and makes lucid the mean- so und needed no underlining much less any
competition for our attention .
ing of each seemingly banal line of dialogue .
The set which seemed effectively weird
Cynthia Hopkins as Meg seemed at times
an empty-headed. coddling Mom , tickled by during the few minutes of darkness of the
crumbs of pleasure . However. the subtle pos- party scene. turned out the rest of the time to
sibilities of the role of a pathetic deluded wo- be a puzzling attempt to stylized rumpled
man seemed barely realized as Miss Hopkins wallpaper in a kind of drop and wing arrangechose again and again cliched techniques ment.
which resulted in an all too simplistic Meg.
The weakness did not spoil the evening's
Compared to Alice L . Hedberg's Lulu , how- pleasure, however . Pinter, Turney. and Lanever , Cynthia Hopkins is a subtle actress. For gan prevented that catastrophe.

CALL IN
CLASSIFIEDS
255-2449

20 - 9th Ave. No.
By Germain Hotel

Stop and Shop In A
Friendly Atmosphere

!~~

~

SUB ARINES I\/IEXI BURGERS
OPEN DAILY 11 a .m . - 2 a. m .
Sun. 2 p .m . - 12 Midnight_

Meal on a Bun

E-.)··::s
SUBMARINE

532 -25th Av e N o . St Cloud . Phone 251 9607

Cold Beer - liquor - Wine
Mixes - Ice Cubes
253 - 1060

Parking in Rear

•.....•.........................

The Matador
is open at

Norb's Superette

4:00 P.M .

712 5th Ave . S.E.

BEST PRICED
MILK /IV TOWIV
7:30 a.m. - 9 p.m. Weekdays
9 a.m. - 6 p.m. Sundays

•••............••...••..•.•.....

St. Cloud Human Rights Commission wishes to encourage
the active recruiting of minority students by the Administration of St. Cloud
State College from both residents and nonresidents of the
State of Minnesota . This
Commission will actively support your efforts and wishes
to be informed of your progress. ··

FAMIL V LIFE
( cont. from p. I )

Audio-visual aids are extensive , Heen said , and should
be used as a tool of instruction , not the instruction itself.
They should be selected with discretion .
The program is a three-part sequence-physiology ,
family relationships and interpersonal relationships with
greater depth added each year in personality development , development of a philosophy of life, basic knowledge of genetics and heredity , physical growth and development , physical and mental health , preparation for
marriage, fundamentals in rearing children , problems of
the aged , consumer education , understanding of economic relations , participation in community affairs and
government.
Heen concl uded that one of the main points in teaching
in this area is that " Family education , including sex education, should be treated as the normal subject it is ."
~~~~~~~~...
~.~~ ~.~.~.;~~~~~~~~~~~~~

•
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~
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COCKTAILS
7th & Hwy 23 - ST. CLOUD
251-9595

:,

,
•
•
•
:
327 5th A So
St Cl d
: •••••••• ~ ••••• -~~• ••• ~ _-. ·• ·• : : ; ; ; · ·
• OU
.
•••••••••••••• ~

MEXICAN

TACO VILLA
SPECIALIZING IN MEXICAN FOODS
TACOS TOSTADAS CHILI

TINY'S LIOUOR STORE

The St. Cloud Human
Rights
Commission
has
adopted a resolution encouraging the active recruiting
of minority students from
Minnesota and other states .
The resolution. sent to President Robert Wick . was also
sent to the presidents of the
College of St. Benedict and
St. John 's University.
The resolution read: " The

IT'S BUCK NIGHT AT
STADIUM PIZZA EVERY
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
GET ANY OF THESE PIZZAS FOR $1.00

CHEESE
PEPPERONI
BEEF
AMERICAN SAUSAGE
ITALIAN SAUSAGE
(Mediu m Size On ly & Offe r Does
Not Ap ply To Deli verie s)

STADIUM PIZZA
710 St . Germain
Remember Our Delivery Servi ce
Ph one : 253 - 1616
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-REACTIONS-

Campus Happenings

(cont. from p. l )

Encounter Group

Tapes

Wednesday Films

Contact Wesley Foundation. 252-6518 , if interested in
participating in a sharing
group utilizing some of the
dynamics of T groups .

•In the Newman Library is
a tape room with many new
tapes on various topics and a
tape recorder for your listening.

·Methodist Services

Ecumenical
Celebration

The last film m a series ,
" The Religious Revolution
and the Void ,' " will be shown
Wednesday at the First United Methodist Church , 3rd St.
and 5th Ave . S. The film
which will begin at 7:30 p.m ..
will be followed by a small
group discussion .

An evening service of prayer, meditation and guest leaders will be held every Thursday at 7:30 p.m. at St. John 's
Episcopal Church . 4th St. and
4th Ave . S.

Sunday services are held at
9:30 a .m . each week . Rev .
Kenneth Beck will be continuing a series of contemporary iss ues and faith today.

Chronicle
Classifieds
WOMEN - C. A . Housing - Fall quarter. Inquire. 626-6th Ave. S. House keeping included .

WANTED
1-2 FEMALES to share w ith 2 . newly
furnished. air-conditioned apartment.
252-7713. $35.
TYPING WANTED: 251-6184.

ATTENTION

WANTED, roommate second summer
session . New furnished apartment.
Excellent facilities. very reasonable ,
252 -6168.

ENGLISH RIDING lessons. hunt seat.
dressage. Individual or group rates.
Call Lieberman·s Folly Farm , 252 -4356,
for information.

RIDERS WANTED: Share expenses
to San Francisco. Leaving Aug . 1, returning Aug . 15. 252-0605 .

DOING THE RING THING? See your
ring leader, Bob Feiler of Feiler Jewe lers, 821 St. Germain .

WANTED: A ride from Anoka to St.
Cloud , fall quarter. Contact Merridy
Shanks, 3706 E. 2nd Ave.. Hibbing.
Minn. 55746 .

Register at the Wesley
House, -913 3rd Ave. S. if you
would like to attend this conference in late August in Milwaukee, Wis.

'69-70 bulletin
now available
The 1969-70 · general bulletin is now available. It
can be picked up in Stewart Hall 103 upon request.
There is a limit of one
bulletin per person. It contains programs of study offered at SCS as well as policies of the college. faculty
members , and 1969-70 academic schedule .

SUMMER IS HERE!
CELEBRATE IT WITH
A PIZZA!

At two locations to serve you better
2423 Division and across from Crossroads

WILL DO TYPING for students, 251 042 1.

advocated by SDS , Sid Blanchard, SCS student , feels the .
press " definitely " distorts
the organization 's activities .
He referred to press coverage of the .confrontation between black students and
President Robert Wick last
November being headlined
in a Florida newspaper as
" President of College Shot. "
Supporting
Blanchard ,
Fred Giesler , SCS student ,
said , " He knows the press.
Wherever students are involved , distortion occurs. "
Asked about students having
no right to protest , Giesler
said , " My father is a teacher
and he'd react the same
way. "
Giesler felt that SDS
" should be rioting in the suburbs. " He added that members of the organization " can
be drafted but can 't hold a
civil service position ."

• PIZZA
• SOFT DRINKS
• LIGHT and DARK
BEER

JACK'S DAIRY FREEZE

TYPING WANTED: 251-8552.

L• ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■

----

FOR SA_LE
FOR SALE: 225 lbs. Garbell set. Call
Butch. 251 -2218.
FOR SALE: 450 Honda - Cheap -

•
:
:

=

'61 Pont.
- 252 -80 15.
252
-0917convertible
.

:

:

FOR RENT

:

HOUSEKEEPING rooms for college
boys, low rate for summer, 423 -8 th
Ave. s

:
__
:

:
-

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••aw :

~

See Your Ringleader

Sn
Bob
Feiler

Facts

" What right does a student
have to protest? " asked Harvey Christiansen , a teacher
in Briarville. Demonstrations , he said , are " judgments in poor taste. " Collective bargaining is the answer
to student problems .
Cathy Pavek , senior in art
at SCS , said , " I have to plead
ignorance. " She has not studies SDS activities .
Though he favors more conservative tac.tics than those

Liturgical Conference

~-································································

WORK WANTED: Have woman with
own machine. Do your carpet sham pooing. Best of shampoo used. Reason able, 252 -4425 .

Get
The
Diamond

Bill Shields , teacher at
Brant Junior High , Minneapolis , said " Students are people. They have rights. SDS is
trying to make students
aware of this ." He cited the
closing hours of the library,
cafeteria and student center
at SCS as tactics designed to
" keep the student in his
place. "

111111111111111111111111111111111111111111'!

CORNER OF
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OPEN FROM
8:00 a.m. to 10 :00 p.m .

SUN. 9:00 TO 10:00
PH: 251-9675
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Join the fun on our ¼ mile asphalt track. We 're
open weekdays 12 noon till 10 p .m. Holidays, Saturday and Sunday 1 0 a.m . to 10 p.m .

BUILD/IVG & EllUIPMEIVT
OPERATED
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"CH ANT ILL Y BE AU TY SALON"
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KART WAY TRACK
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Open Every Day 8 :30 t o 5 :00
Thu rs. & Fri . 8 :30 a.m . t o 9 :00 p.m .
For A ppointmen ts Call 252 -8435
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LOCATED ABOVE WHITE CLOUD LAUNDRY
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Open

MEMBER AMERICAN GEM SOCIETY

@

FEILER JEWELERS
821 St. Germain

Daily

..

At 4:00
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Crown Liquor
SAVE!
Low Discount Prices
For The Best Buy
Liquors - Wines - Cold Beer
Ice Cubes

East End of Viaduct

WAITE PARK

No. I

No. II

123 5th Ave. So.

Centennial Plaza
Formerly Bratwursthaus

The fun center
with a free peanut bat

Elegant, relaxed atmosphere
with a meeting room available

CHAR-BROILED SANDWICHES
"uvE ENTERTAINMENT
WED., FRI., SAT.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
AIR CONDITIONED
FOR YOUR COMFORT
PHONE 251-9663
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251-9090
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p.m.

ENJOY:

LIGHT AND DARK BEER
ON TAP WITH YOUR PIZZA

WE DELIVER
CALL 252-9300
TOP OF THE HOUSE
located Directly Above The House Of Pizza
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